Goal 1: Access & Affordability

System Initiatives:

- College!Now: Two-Year College Initiative
  Promote two-year education as an affordable, viable portal to high-demand occupations and/or four-year degrees by bringing the comprehensive community college mission to all Montana two-year colleges; customizing programs for adults and broadening opportunities for high school students; focusing on effective remediation, degree completion and transfer; coordinating curriculum across the system, and creating the technology infrastructure that supports resource-sharing, improved access, and greater efficiency.

In Fall 2013, 29% of undergraduate students in the MUS enrolled at 2-year campuses.

(source: MUS Data Warehouse)

Nationally, 48% of all undergraduates attending public higher education institutions enrolled at 2-year colleges (MT ranks 41st in the nation).

(source: IPEDS, Fall 2012)
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